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his ships between the American and German squadrons to dis-
courage high-handed action by the latter.
But Great Britain's standing in the Old World did not become
easier with the passage of time. The other five Powers were now
linked in their combinations, the Triple and the Dual Alliance;
and though the terms of these were secret, and Germany in
particular seems as yet to have been far from realizing the de-
finiteness of the tie between France and Russia, they already
created a problem. Two courses were possible for the isolated
sixth Power, and both were tried. One was to blur the sharpness
of the rival alliances by preaching and practising the Concert of
Europe—six friendly Powers working together, not two rival
alliances drawing apart. Another was to win a footing for Great
Britain in one or other of the camps. If both efforts failed (as
both at this time did), there was nothing left but to reduce the
country's risks as far as possible by negotiating wide settlements of
actual and potential disputes. Even that was always done at a
disadvantage; which is partly why 'graceful concessions' were
so much in Lord Salisbury's line.
The difficulty of making the Concert a reality had been shown
since 1895 by the case of Armenia. It was further illustrated in
1897 by those of Crete and Greece. February of that year saw
the landing of Colonel Vassos in Crete with 1,500 Greek troops
and orders to hoist the Greek flag in defiance of Turkish sove-
reignty. From then until September 1898 the island was a source
of perpetual trouble to the Powers, though, unlike Armenia, it
was quite small and accessible, and any one of them singly could
have settled it in a few days. Lord Salisbury, as representing
the strongest fleet in Cretan waters, was allowed the lead.
Through 1897 he preserved the Concert, but largely at the cost
of its refraining from any timely action, so that in April Greece
and Turkey drifted into a ridiculous war, in which a Turkish
army under Edhem Pasha heavily defeated the Greeks at the
Miluna Pass and occupied Thessaly. The Powers intervened to
regulate the peace, and it was due to Salisbury's firmness that
Turkey only obtained a very slight rectification at the Aegean
end of her frontier, and the plain of Thessaly was not retroceded
to her. Germany, now fixed in the role of Turkey's protector,
with her late foreign minister, Marschall,1 established as ambassa-
dor at Constantinople and soon to become all-powerful there, had
1 Count Biilow succeeded hi™ at the German foreign office in 1897.
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